Abstract
counterparts. Still these are functioning with many lacunas and thereby have failed to cater for users' demands. Moreover, these are not up to the mark in view of the state-of-art ICT and the latest trends and developments in information storage and retrieval procedure. The situation, therefore, has created a strong demand upon the information specialists towards designing an efficient and effective newspaper information retrieval system. Keeping this in view, an attempt has been made, here, to design and develop a prototype online digital newspaper information retrieval system, suitable for India.
Objective
This prototype news archive is named as Vidyasagar University News Archive (VUNA). Apart from supporting all the facilities to overcome limitations of web based digital newspaper archives in India, it extends measures to achieve following features. 1) Should be amenable for multiple languages; 2) Should be cost effective and time efficient to the users; 3) Should be simple and easy to search but not at the cost of hampering retrieval o f relevant items; 4) Should design architecture, completely based on open source software; and thereby it should provide complete freedom in customization and source code modification; 5) Should have web integrated architecture allowing seamless access over Internet, intranet and extranet; 6) Should support the international metadata harvesting protocol -OAI/PMH; 7) Should support general metadata schema like Dublin Core and domain specific metadata schema like NewsML; 8) Should use a relational database (Managing Gigabyte) at the backend for efficient data management; 9) Should provide excellent control over indexing of news items by the application of plug-ins; 10) Should support for all level of sophisticated searching through the use of Boolean operators, positional operators, relational operators and fuzzy AND; 11) Should extend facilities for right truncated searching and case ignore searching; 12) Should allow field level and metadata based searching; 13) Should allow cross-collection searching; 14) Should support formulation of ranked query and Boolean query; 15) Should report number of hits and hyperlinks results with the target document; 16) Should provide extensive control over the display of news items; 17) Should help to process documents available in many formats such as html, pdf, text, rtf & ps; 18) Should help in processing both text and images; 19) Should accommodate collection covering a wide range of decided set of newspapers; 20) Should allow exporting of archives on CDROM in view of the poor Internet bandwidth in India; 21) Should be free of charge and provide ample scope in implementing the noble cause of 'right to information'.
Methodology
In order to achieve the objectives stated above, the following methodology has been adopted. The methodology in the design and development of VUNA primarily centres around three major issues: Architecture for web-integrated access mechanism; Selection of software; Building digital archiving environment; Operational steps.
Architecture
As far as architecture is concerned, the system incorporates three-tier access interface for news archive that includes any RDBMS as backend, CGI mechanism at the middle layer (with PERL, PHP or JSP) and HTML front end (SCHWARTZ & CHRISTIANSEN; LESK; OPEN SOURCE INITIATIVE (OSI) HOME PAGE).
Selection of software
The above mentioned architecture has been implemented by using open source solutions. Open source software (OSS) provide us the freedom to operate at system level. They allow customization of software through the modification of the source code (packed with binary) under General Public Library (GPL). 
2) Scanning/keying of selected news items
Using the flat-bed scanner (HP ScanJet 6300, 2400C) and OCR software (OmniPage Pro 10) text items are scanned while images are scanned using image processing software (HP ScanJet Pro Ver. 2.5). Besides some items are keyed in also.
3) Storage of items
Based on the nature and size of the items, they are stored in various formats. According to present state, texts usually take the formats like -pdf, ps, html, mht, rtf. So text items are stored in all these formats according to their specialities. Though images can be stored in various formats, keeping our purpose in mind to design a web-enabled system and speedier access, compressing capability and cost effectiveness, finally JPEG and GIF formats have been selected and image items are stored accordingly as needed.
4) HTML conversion
All the items stored thus have been converted to the html format to make the total collection searchable from the GNU Database Manager through web browsers like Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer.
5) Metadata incorporation
Most widely available metadata schema, DCMES (DCMI HOMEPAGE) has been considered in this connection. Another domain specific metadata schema, NewsML (IPTC; REUTER' 2002a), has also been considered and the better flavour of both the schemas, has been incorporated. However for Bengali items, terms are used according to the prescriptions of a well known Bengali author's and editor's dictionary (vide Bangla Lekhok O Sampadaker Avidhan: Ananda Bazar Patrika Byabohar Bidhi. Kolkata: Ananda; 1994. 190p.) . Figure 
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<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> <HTML><HEAD> <meta name="Title" content="Musharraf may renege on pledge to quit as Army chief"> <meta name="Subject" content="Defence"> <meta name="Creator" content="PTI"> <meta name="Descriptor" content="Pakistan President Pervez Musharraf has said that "the vast majority" of his countrymen want him in uniform as they fear that he would be weakened without it."> <meta name="Publisher" content="The Hindu"> <meta name="Contributor" content="Sandip Pathak"> <meta name="Date" content="20040918"> <meta name="Type" content="HTML"> <meta name="Format" content="text"> <meta name="Language" content="English"> <meta name="Coverage" content="Washington"> <meta name="NewspaperitemType" content="Top Stories"> <meta name="OfinterestTo" content="Senior Citizen"> </HEAD> <BODY link=blue bgColor=#ffffff> <TABLE width=770 border=0> <TBODY> <TR> <TD vAlign=top width=770> <TABLE height=40 width=770> <TBODY> <TR> 
6) Indexing
Indexing of the items using metadata schema is quite a straight forward method. But the crux lies in subject indexing. Details of subject indexing incorporating DCMES (DCMI HOMEPAGE), and Subject Reference System of newsML (REUTER, 2002b) from IPTC have been described in following Section.
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<TD align=left width=185>&nbsp; </TD> <TD align=middle width=400><IMG src="Musharraf may renege on pledge to quit as Army chief_files/hindu400.gif" align=center border=0 valign="baseline"> </TD> <TD align=right width=185>&nbsp; </TD></TR>
7) Archiving
The 'collector' plays the role in archiving of the already saved items in the form of text and image. As this is a prototype system, and hence, no special provision has been made to archive multi-gigabyte data. This task also could be performed from command line, besides 'collector'. 
8) User interface design
User interface is one of the most important aspects of the system, considering that the users of the newspaper archives may require several options to satisfy their needs. It is designed keeping these factors in view. In the context of the multilingual, multi-cultured national scenario like India -the interface should be amenable for all kinds of users from various languages. Here the system has taken into consideration the Bengali language as to put the local emphasis along with the lingua franca English. Users may enter into the system by default being the member of a particular domain or users login and password could be provided for the authentication of users.
9) Accessing
Basically there are two modes of accessing to the newspaper archiving system -one is through web accessing, and another is through offline CD-ROM accessing. Both of them have their pros and cons. In India both the extremes are visible. In one hand -some industry and offices got the information super high way, on the other hand as vast rural region with no/poor link to the civilized world. Keeping in mind both the features, this system has incorporated webenabled mechanism, as well as offline-CD-ROM access to the news archive.
10) Use
Use of newspaper items includes browsing and searching. In case of browsing, the users usually do not come with any specific query, they lightly stroll on various news items. So, less options or access points are required. Search involves retrieving specified piece of information amongst the news items archived. Various search options alongwith examples have been enumerated in the following Sections.
Retrieval
In this connection retrieval includes browsing , searching and advanced searching, as well. Though the efficiency depends largely on the perfection of the implementation of metadata schema, generally. The retrieval of the news items will be done through: Browsing Browsing may be done through: There are multiple ways to find information in this collection:
search for particular words access publications by title access publications by date access publications by author (i.e., agency or person) access publications by topic/subject access publications by news agency access publications by publishing agency access publications by language access publications by types of news access publications by target group etc. (for details vide Figure-6 , 7)
The users can search for particular word(s) that appear in the text from the "search" page. This is the page that they can reach from the homepage through selection of option as to which collection -Bengali or English, they like to search and then clicking the same. They can also reach the appropriate collection from other pages by pressing the search button. The users can access newspaper information by title by pressing the titles a-z button. This brings up a list of items in alphabetic order. The users also can access items by date by pressing the dates button.
This brings up a list of all the items, sorted chronologically. The users may access items by author (i.e. agency or person) by pressing the authors a-z button. This brings up a list of items, sorted by author name. Apart from the above, they can also access items by several other options, as mentioned above and shown in Figure-6 , 7. VUNA has a number of distinctive features. The reason behind the efficacy of VUNA is that it has been designed based on study of newspaper information generation, consumption alongwith an extensive study of existing newspaper archives on the web. However, it has used a web integrated architecture based on a set of open source software that provide freedom in customization and source code modification. Facilities for customization of user interface are available at the user end. Besides, VUNA is supported by international metadata harvesting protocol -OAI/PMH. Thus, it can allow seamless access over Internet, intranet and extranet. Considering the problems of huge volume of irrelevant items' retrieval in networked environment, VUNA has made a judicious use of general metadata schema-Dublin Core, and domain specific metadata schema-newsML, against test and verification to suit the Indian context, and thereby has enabled to achieve enough relevancy and precision in retrieval of newspaper items. Its policy regarding index exhaustivity and term specificity also helps in this regard. It allows browsing facilities through various metadata fields. Apart from simple search options including metadatabased searching, VUNA provides various advanced search facilities. As regards advanced search, it has enabled itself to provide facility for combined search through Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) truncation); searches using proximity, positional and relational operators; and range search. Combined phrase search option provided by VUNA may also be regarded as an advanced level search. These searches enable users to get more precision in retrieval. Due to its multilingual coverage, VUNA allows cross collection searching, which is a crying need in a multilingual and multicultural country like India. It can retrive full text news items both in Bengali and English. In addition, it helps the users to consult the search history. VUNA also provides extensive control over display of newspaper items. It supports inclusion/exclusion of any field in the display and provides scope of recording fields. It also provides online help. Format support (e.g. html, pdf, rtf, ps, etc.) in VUNA is adequate. Alongwith text items, it helps in processing of image items. VUNA is amenable for multiple languages, and it can accommodate collection covering a wide range of newspapers. Apart from that, it allows exporting archive on CDROM. It s cost effective and time efficient, and needs minimum users' efforts in an ultimatum. Searching is quite fast and ensures minimum response time because of organized storing of news items by the system. VUNA is totally based on open source framework and all the companion software (Apache, PERL, GSDL, web browser) are available from Internet at no cost. VUNA is totally based on open source framework and all the companion software (Apache, PERL, GSDL, web browser) are available from Internet at no cost. Considering the above, VUNA is totally a user friendly system.
As per LANCASTER, an information retrieval system can be evaluated by considering three basic issues:  How well the system is satisfying its objectives, that is, how well it is satisfying the demand placed upon it;  How effectively it is satisfying its objective; and finally  Whether the system justifies its existence.
VUNA: a web integrated news information retrieval system that has been developed as a part of this research work may be analyzed in light of the abovementioned issues. VUNA is basically designed to overcome the limitations of digital news retrieval systems, presently available in India. These information retrieval systems for news items are generally characterized by following features:
use of proprietary software; poor user interface design; full text word-level indexing; no provision for field level search; large retrieval set and cross disciplinary semantic drift; no use of standard metadata sets; no provision for cross system export/ import; non-availability of on-line user help; and  non-use of any standard subject reference system or vocabulary control device. On the other hand, VUNA has been designed to ensure an efficient web-integrated news retrieval system, which can be used in libraries and information centres and also in news paper houses. In VUNA, digital news items can be exported to CDROM (along with a selfinstallation browser based program) to generate off-line information products. However, a comparative study of VUNA with available commercial and proprietary and other news retrieval systems in India and Bangladesh may be done under the following evaluation criteria, which are also in conformity with the parameters set by LANCASTER, mentioned above. The table, furnished above shows that the system -VUNA, designed and developed during this study, has achieved score of 27, where as other systems have gained a score of 05 only. Therefore, it may be claimed now that VUNA has reached its objective for which it has been designed and developed. Besides, it is also efficient and effective than other existing digital newspaper information retrieval systems in India . 
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